
 

A Brief Rationale for CMS Business Process Mapping 

CMS expert consultants help you capture what matters most to your business. We partner with you to document, 
develop and map all your essential processes. Through our interactive consultancy and innovative software you can 
achieve long-term success. 

1. Demonstrate Compliance 

Reinforcing organizational policies with documentation of process and training are keys to successful compliance audits. The CMS 
process mapping solution helps our clients to adapt quickly to changes in regulations and guidelines.  

2. Control Your Business 

Documenting best practices helps you consistently deliver the highest quality work across your entire team and helps you to avoid the 
inefficiencies of multiple implementation methodologies.   Process maps help ensure your Corporate Vision by aligning policy with 
procedures. The CMS process will help you encode the right values and behavior in your team to make your company a great place to 
work. 

3. Grow Your Business 

CMS will help you chart your business expansion plans to clearly communicate to your team the new directions for products, lines of 
business, footprint expansion or M&A.  Additionally, we can enable you to cut costs and improve revenues through support of new IT 
Services and technology-based Initiatives.  

4. Improve Staffing  

Employees’ work processes are simply not captured in job descriptions, policy documents or performance objectives. When people 
leave their jobs or retire someone must take up the work. Also, seasonal and event-based staff must quickly learn the environment. 
CMS process maps are an effective part of documenting Business Continuity plans. We help deliver an accurate baseline of workflow 
minimizing the impact of staff churn or unexpected absences.  

5. Secure Information and Assets 

Documented processes help protect privileged information, company systems and facilities from malicious penetration.  An effective 
BPM strategy, along with CMS’ strong mapping software creates a more alert organization. Understanding the business process is a 
critical early–step for developing successful security policies that not burdensome on employees.  

6. Deliver more impactful training 

Use CMS Process Maps as part of your training delivery and you will deliver more impactful employee training. Accounting for the 
business process associated with the tasks, skills and methods being taught will provide a clear context for the trainee. Using CMS 
software to map your own internal training development processes will help you identify gaps in your training deliverables. 
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